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Abs t rac t .  In order to understand the large-scale ar- 
chitecture of the Solar System we have to study mod- 
els of the solar nebula that not only are able to fol- 
low the evolution of the gas, but can keep track of 
the solid component as well. This work is the first 
step in studying the global evolution of solids in the 
solar nebula. We have calculated radial and trans- 
verse velocities of the solid particles relative to the 
accreting gas. We also have calculated a global evolu- 
tion of single-size, noncoagulating particles. The case 
of unisize particles illustrates the differences in time 
evolution between the gas and the solids. It provides 
a valuable point of reference for the more realistic 
calculations. 

1. In t roduc t ion  

Astronomical observations of young low-mass stars 
have led to wide acceptance of the idea that these 
stars are surrounded by accretion disks [ I ] .  On the 
other hand, it seems that much of our solar system's 
gross architecture has arisen from physical processes 
and conditions characteristic for accretion disks [2] .  
Therefore we can make a persuasive case that all 
protoplanetary systems form from accretion disks 
surrounding low-mass vouna stars (hereafter called 
APDs for iccretion protoplinetary 'disks). There is 
an abundance of work designed to model an evolu- 
tion of gaseous APDs. However, if we are interested 
in the processes leading to the formation of planetary 
systems, the current models cannot provide us with 
many answers. This is because we now believe that 
planets formed by the accumulation of solid matter, 
beginning with dust, into progressively more massive 
particles, and eventually culminating in the few large 
bodies that comprise the planetary system [3].  There- 
fore, in order to  understand planet formation we have 
to construct ADP models that not only are able to 
follow the evolution of the gas, but can keep track of 
the solid component as well. 

The distribution of solid particles undergoes 
global time evolution, which accompanies, but is not 
identical to the global time evolution of the gaseous 
component of the disk. The evolution of the gas is 
governed by viscous stress whereas the evolution of 
solids is governed by the friction between the gas and 
the solids. Initially, the solid particles are very small, 
so they are coupled to the gas and both components 
evolve more or less concurrently. With time the solid 
particles gain mass due to the process of coagulation 
and decouple from the gas. The subsequent global 
evolution of solids differs from the evolution of the 
gas, the divergence being a function of coagulation 
process timescales and the magnitude of solids-gas 
interactions. Eventually, as the density of the gas de- 
creases and the mass of solid particles increases, the 

radial distribution of solids converges to its final form. 
This final form is a major factor in determining the 
character of the emerging planetary system. 

2. Methods  & Resul t s  

Our computation starts at t = 0 with a disk Mdisk = 
0.245Mo and angular momentum Jdisk = 6 x lo5' g 
cm2. Turbulence is characterized by cy = 0.01 and we 
follow an evolution of a disk up to t = 3 x lo7 yr when 
Mdisk drops to about 10 -2Mo .  The rest of the mass 
is lost to the central star. Space-time distributions 
of all quantities describing the state of the gas are 
obtained from the numerical code described in 141. 
For a solid particle of mass rn the balance of forces 
yields a set of equations for Vrd and radial and 
transverse velocities of a particle 

Here Vk is the Keplerian velocity, FD is the drag force, 
v, and ud are components of relative velocity between 

aparticle and the gas, and u = (u: + u$)lJ2. The time 
evolution of Vrd and V,d can be found for particles 
of any given size by solving the system of equations 
(1-2) .  Small particles (rd < 0.1) are strongly coupled 
to the gas, ud is very small and Vrd z Vrg . Particles 
with r d  > 0.1 cm are less coupled to the gas. This 
manifests itself by V,d becoming more and more dif- 
ferent from V,, as the size of a particle increases. The 
large particles are mostly decoupled from the gas, v, 
remains large as particles move with almost a Ke- 
plerian velocity, faster than a gas which is pressure 
supported. The radial movement of large particles is 
insignificant. 

Once the space-time distribution of Vrd is known, 
and we assume that all solids are located in single- 
size, noncoagulating particles, the time evolution of 
the surface density of solids, Ed,  is given from the 
continuity equation 

Eq. (3) is solved using the numerical method of 
characteristics. In general particles can be divided 
into "long-lived" (LL) , characterized by evolutionary 
timescales comparable to the evolutionary timescale 
of the gas, and "short lived" (SL), characterized 
by timescales much shorter then the lifetime of the 
gaseous disk. The small particles, which are strongly 
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Fig. 1. Radial distributions of surface density of solids at selected times for LL particles (left side panels) and SL 
particles (right side panels). Dotted lines show surface density of the gas XIO-~ .  For LL particles solid lines show 
surface density of 0.1 cm particles and dashed lines show surface density of 10' cm particles. For SL particles solid 
lines show surface density of 1 cm particles and dashed lines show surface density of lo3 cm particles. 

coupled to  the gas and thus evolve on an approxi- 
mately viscous timescale, and large particles, which 
are decoupled from the gas and move toward the cen- 
tral star very slowly, are LL particles. The intermedi- 
ate size particles have radial velocities larger than the 
radial velocity of the gas, they accrete quickly onto 
the central star and therefore are SL particles. Fig. 1 
shows an evolution of the surface density for both LL 
and SL particles. Our computation for LL particles 
starts at  t = 0 with Cd(r, t = 0) = 10-'Cgas(r, t = 0) 
to  reflect that about 1% of disk mass is in form of 
solid particles. We follow an evolution of LL par- 
ticles up to  t = lo6  yr. The properties of the gas 
depend on arbitrary initial conditions, but after the 
initial l o4  yr the initial conditions are forgotten. To 
eliminate the influence of arbitrary initial conditions 
on the evolution of SL particles, which evolution- 
ary timescales are comparable to  l o 4  yr, we start 
our computation for SL particles at t = l o 4  yr with 
Cd(r, t = lo4) = 10-2Cgas(r, t = lo4)  and we follow 
their evolution up to t = l o5  yr. 

3. Conclusions 

In conclusion, our results indicate that: 1) surface 
densities of solid particles evolve in a fashion that is 
very different from the evolution of the gas in APD, 2) 

if the solar nebula was indeed an APD, then models 
of the solar nebula based on so-called minimum mass 
concept are wrong because the surface density of the 
gas cannot be obtained by simply multiplying the 
surface density of solids by a factor of say lo2 ,  3) 
coagulation timescale must be faster then about l o 4  
yr for 1 - lo3 cm particles, otherwise the particles 
are lost to the central star and there is no material 
left to form the   la nets. Numerical methods used in 
this work can be extended to calculate the evolution 
of coagulating particles. 
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